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A FUNCTIONAL EQUATION IN THE THEORY OP DYNAMIC PFOORAMMINO
AND ITS GENERALIZATIONS
Richard Bellman and Sherman Lehman
fil.

Introduction.
We propose In this paper to study a particular functional

equation

f(x,y) . Max [;pi(rlx + f ((l-ri )x,y)), pt(rty + f (x, (l-r8)y)) J ,
x.y^O.

(1.1)

together with some of its generalizations and extensions.
The equation arises, as we shall show in the following section,
In the following way:

Let us assume thi:t we possess two gold mines,

Anaconda, which possesses an amount of gold in quantity r, and

1

Bonanza, which possesses an amount y, together with one gold-mining
machine.

If the machine is used in the Anaconda mine, there is a

probability p* that rix of the gold will be mined without damaging
the machine, which means that the operation can be continued, and
a probability (l-Pi) that the machine will be damaged beyond repair
and mine no gold.

Similarly, the Bonanza mine has associated the

probabilities qi and (l-qi) and the quantity r^y.

The problem is

to determine the course of action which will maximize the expected
amount of gold mined before the machine is damaged.
If we allow for a greater variety of outcomes, we obtain an
extension of (l.l), namely,

r(x,j) - to 1^ g; PU(TUX 4 s^y ^ f((l-r1J)x,(l^lj)y)

,

(1.2)

where

(•)

x,y ^ 0

(b)

O^r^, s^ ^1
(1.3)
R

(o)

0 < ZZPij < 1*

1-1,2,•••S,

It ii a 8l«ple step fron this to the consideration of a continuun of outcoaes. In whloh case the equation assume a the form

f(x,y) -

Max

r- po
|
/ fr1(t)x + 81(t)y + f((l-r1(t))x,

(1.4)

(1- '1(t))y)]d01(t)1

where

(a)

x,y > 0

(b)

0 ^ r1(t).ß1(t) 1 1

(o)

d01 ^0# 01(oo) < 1,

'

(1.5)

1-1,2,•••fS.

The general problem will be one lirr*lvlng a number of different mines together with a number of machines of different performance.
Therm Is no difficulty In deriving similar, but more complicated
•quatlonsy

II
I

-3f(p) - Max
q

!

(1.6)

C«(P»q.r) "»• f(T(p,q,r))^(JO tf

where p Is a point, (x!»x»,•••xn), and T(p,q,p)

1B

a transformed

point.
We shall begin our discussion by establishing an existence and
uniqueness theorem which, while not nearly the moit general which
may be obtained. Illustrates very clearly the Methods that may be
used.

The basic Method Is, of course, that of successive approxi-

mations.

We also discuss the dependence of f(p) upon parameters

appearing In g and T.

*

As might be expected from the nonlinear nature of the functional
equations, the solution of these equations Is, In general, quite
difficult to obtain or describe.
have been completely resolved.

Up to the present, only a handful
In what follows, we shall consider

(l.l), (1.2), and some Immediate generalizations.

The case where

only a finite number of operations are permitted will also be
treated.
Turning from the problem of maximising the expected return,
we shall consider the more general question of maximizing the
expected value of some function of the return.

The simplest ana-

logue of (1.1) is then
^

f(»,y,t) - Ita CPif((!-«•» ) »y» ♦ «-t») ♦ (1-Pi)^(t),
Ptf(x,(l-r,)y,t + r,y) + (l-P«)Kt)3
x

t

(1.7)

Under certain assumptions concerning ^(t), this equation can
be solved, possessing a solution similar to that of (l.l).
tleularly Important case Is that where ^(t) ■ e

bt

, b > 0.

A par—
The

p-w
asymptotic for« of f(x,yt.t) as x,y —> oo can than be obtained.
It can be shown by means of counter-examples, cf. Q3J , that
the difficulties encountered In the discrete formulation generating
the preceding equations are due to the Intricate form of the solution and that simple solutions, possessing an intuitive origin, are
not to be obtained in all cases.
Te overcome some of these difficulties sufficiently to obtain
acme approximate knowledge concerning the solutions, we have Introduced continuous versions of the problems.

Thes«< lead to problems

in the calculus of varia lone which are fortunately luiflclently
nonlinear to be susceptible to a variatlonal attack.

The problems

are, however, not completely straightforward and require a nonclassical type of argumentation.
Ouided by our previous results, we consider in turn the twochoice, the three-choice, nonlinear utility and two-choice, finitetime problems, obtaining complete solutions.
We have treated only particular, simple cases of the caatinuous versions in order not to enmesh ourselves In conceptual difficulties.

The general formulation requires a separate treatment

which will be given elsewhere«
The central problem we have discussed In this paper Is a
particular maximization problem connected with multi-stage processes
of deterministic and stochastic type.

The general theory of these

processes constitutes the theory of dynamic programaing which has
been discussed in a number of recent papers, Qj - [?] .

-302.

Mathematical Formulation.
To derive (l.l), let us set

f(x,y) - expected amount of gold mined before the machine
Is damaged when A has an amount x, B has an amount y,
and an optimal policy Is pursued.
(2.1)

If we choose to mine Anaconda, an operation we shall denote
by A, with probability Pi we obtain rjX and the privilege of continuing; while with probability (l-pi) we obtain nothing.

Since

an optimal policy must have an optimal continuation, the expected
return from an A—choice will be

EA - Pi^x + f((l-rl)x,y)).

(2.2)

Similarly, the expected return from a B—choice Is

£3 - P2(r2y + f(x, :i-r2)y)).

(2.3)

Since our purpose Is to maximize the expected return, we have

f(x,y) - Max

(EA,EB)

,

(2.^)

which Is precisely (l.l).
We can Increase the possibilities without Increasing the complexity of the equation.

L^t us assume that an A-cholce has the

following probabilities associated:

-6(a)

Pi

probability of obtaining rix and continuing

(b)

P2

probability of obtaining 0 and continuing

(c)

P3

probability of obtaining x and continuing

(d)

P4

probability of obtaining 0 and terminating
the process

(2.5)

In a like manner, let B have the probabilities Qi.Qz.qs.q*
attached to Its choice.

Then we obtain
-l

A:

pjQrjX + f((i-r,),xyj] 4 p2f(x,y) + PaO^-f(O.yJ]

B:

qiC^ay + f(x,(l-r2)yl] + q8f (x ,y) + q3 Qr+f (x .Oj]

f(x,y) - Max

(2.6)
Since
f(x,0) - p^r^ + f((l-rI)xtO^ p2 f(x,0) + p3x,

(2.7)

we have setting f(x,0) - CiX,

f(x 0,

'

(2.8)

l-p.-pin-r.) '

and a corresponding expression for r(0,y).

Tne equation In (2,6)

reduces to

A:

c1Ax + c2Ay + p1f((l-r1)x,y)

f(x,y) - Max

(2.9)
B:

c1Bx 4- c2By + q1 f (x , (l-r2 )y)

J

-7using (2.B) ap.d the corresponding expression for f{0,y) and
solving for f(x,y) where c.., c.R are reailly determined positive
constants.

The treatment of (2.9) Is ">f the same order of difficulty

as that of (l. 1).
Let us now ierlve (1.7).

Consider the same rmdel as above

In §1 and assume that we wish to maximize the expected value of
i)(R) where ^ Is a given function and R Is the total return obtained
before the mining machine is damage-'.
SettIng

f(x,y,a) - expected value of ^(R) obtained when A has x and
B has y with an amount a already mined, using an
optimal policy,
we

obtain, via th^ same argument as above, the functional equation

of (1.7).
_5 z .

Existence and Uniqueness.
Our first resu11 Is

Theorem 1.

Tons 1der the equatlon

"(p)

g (p) f hk(p)f(Tkp)

Yax

(3-1)

l<k<m Lwh^r»3 we shall assume thaf

(a)

The p^lnt p Is restricted ,o a region R
with rhe property th^t pfP Implies rHvt

(b)

x

(c)

< c2 < I

' i

reF
for p^R.

(3.2)

(2.10)

-8Under these conditions th^re is a unique bounded 8ol\Jtl.)n to
(3.1).
Proof:

Let f0(p) be an arbitrary bounded function for pdR.

f

n+l(p) " MF [gk(p)

+ h

k^P)fn^Tkp)J'

Define

n-0,1,2.-".

(3.3)

Let k - k(n), dependent also upon p, be a value of k which furnishes the maximum, then

f

n+l(P) " 81((n)(P) * \(r,)(P)fn(Tk(n)(P"
+

> 8k(n-l)(P'

('•'"

h

k(n-l)(p)fn'Tk(n-l)'P>''

and similarly

r

n(P' - 8Kn-l)(P)

+ h

k(n-l)(P)rn-l(Tk(n-l)(p'>

(5.5)
i8k(n)(P)

+ h

k(n)(P'fn-l'',k(n)(P"-

From these relations we obtain for n ^ 1,

Vi'P) -fn(P' >hk(n-l)(P' [V'Ik(n-l)(P)>-fn-l(Tk(n-I)(P)'[
<hk(n)(P' [fn(Tk(n)(P)-rn-l'Tk{n)(P']

C-6'

Let us define

u

n -

Sup

R

|r

n^ - fn-l(p)i-

(5 7)

-

-9Using the bound given In (3.2c) we ol ain from ("5.6) the result

|rn+1(p) - rn(p)| < =2un

(3.8)
00

whence u .. < c-u .
n-f l — 2 n

This shows that the perles /
u converges
L—w- n

n-T

which means that
oo

(3.9)
n»0
converges uniformly for p^R.
as n

Hence fn(p) converges uniformly

> oo to a function f(p), a solution of the functional equation.
To establish the uniqueness of a boun-ed solution we proceed

similarly.

Let F(p) be another solution of (l) and let k be an

Index which yields f(p) and m be an Index which yields F.

Then,

as above

f(p) - *K ;

f nk(p)f;Tkp) > gTn(p) +

h

r T

m(p)

(

mp)

O-io)

F(p) - g^(p) 4 hmlp)FiTmp) > gk(p) + hk(p)F(Tkp),

whence

n

^(p)Mf(Tmp) -F(Tmp)| [

(?<11)

| f(p) - F(p)| < Max
|hk(p)| !rrkp) - F(':kp)| (.

If we set

Sup |f(p) - F(p)|,
R

(3.12)

-10we obtain from (?.ll) the Inequality

f(p) - P(p)l 1 c2S.

(3.15)

If we take p to be a point for which |f(p) - F(p)| ^ S - 6,
we obtain a contradiction, unless S ■ 0.

£ small,

This establishes uniqueness

Let us observe that the uniform convergence demonstrated
above establishes the further result
Theorem 2.

(a)

Under the conditions

8^(P) and h. (p) are continuous functions of p In R

together with the previous conditions, f(p)

1B

(3.14)

a continuous function

cf p In R.
Furthermore, If ^(p) and ^(p) are continuous functions of
a set of parameters, q, f(p) will be a continuous function of
these parameters.
§4.

Alternate Proof of Existence.
We have In the preceding section discussed the problem purely

from the analytic standpoint without regard for the underlying processes.

Let us now discuss the problem with regard to the basic

process, and consider the process where only N stages will be
allowed.

If we define, similarly to (2.1),

^MCP)

t0

be

maximum

return for N stages, we obtain

flA'p) - Max (gkK(p)),
k

(4.1)

-11and, generally,

I
rN+1(p) - Max

(gk{p) + hk(p)fN(Tkp))l

(4.2)

Let us now assume that gk Is actually a non-negative return anr!
that hk(p) Is a probability.
It Is clear then that f? ;> f, and thus generally that

UN - Sup fNtp),
R

(4.3)

we obtain from (4.2) ,

UN+1 1 c»

+

(4.4)

c2l>N,

which means thai UN < Gl/(l-c2).

Since the rN ar^ uniformly bounded

and monotone Increasing, f., converges to f(p), a solution.
#>.

Approziafttion in Strategy Space,

i

The functional equation discuaaed In the previous section
offf-'ctj a transliteration of a decision problem froia the space
of policies, strategies, schedulee, etc., to the space of functions.
This Is Its principal role.
The essence of the previous section was tnat an initial
gaess In function space will, ty the process of s^ccesaive
iteration, eventually yield an arbitrarily close approximation
to the actual solution.

I

-12We may, however, Instead of guessing an InlMal function,
guess an Initial strategy S.

For example, we may divide the

region R Into m sub-regions, Ri, Rat'**,R , possessing only boundary points In common, and choose the k

choice, I.e., set

f3(p) -gk(p) * hk{P)f3(Tkp)

whenever P^R^.

(5.1)

For the points on the boundary of two ^r more

regions, we choose either Index.
If ptRi-, the transformed point
I may or may not equal k.

n

\p will belong to R., where

In any case, continuing in this way,

we can calculate an approximation to f(p) f_(p), which we can tnen
Improve by successive approximations as bef re.
The Importance of this procedure lies In the fact that the
convergence, under the assumptions of the preceding section, will
always be monotone.

This Is of great Importance in practical appll

cations.
To show this rmnotonlcity, let fa(p) be the second approximation.

Then

fa(p) -

Max

Cgk(p) + hk,p) r£(T p)].

(5-2)

l<k<Tn

Comparing (5.1) and (5'2)l it Is clear tnat fa(p) > f-(p).
From this Inequality, It follows Inductively that fN.i(p) Z. rN(p).
A further discussion. In connection with an equation of different
type, will be found In [\] .

i
-13G6.

The Solution of (, . 1 ) .
We shall prove

Thf-^rem 5.

Consider the functional equation

r
A:

N
zZ ^ktckx

f{x,y) - Max {

+

f c x

( k 'y)II
(6.1)

N

B:

(

\
j^^kC
V + r(x,diy):

y
where

N
(a)

Pk 1 0. Qk >

(b)

1 ^ ck, dk > 0,

(c)

x,y > 0.

0

'

N
p

^
c'

k <

+

1

\

<

1

'

ck - i« .^ - 1.

(6.2)

The optimal choice of operatlor- is ihe following:
N

N

p,
c.
K
K k
- x >
~v^
]

If

%\

1 -

-

(6.-)

T
^b

^■^

choose A; if the reverse inequality holds, choose B.

In case of

equality, either choice is satisfactory.
To simplify the notation and the algebn, let us consider
first the simpler f^rm of (6.1) given by
p^ . q, . 0.

Th*3 r^culting equation 1?

l

?.r) and assume thnt

-14-

Pi[x+f(0,yri + P» IIrix+f (( ^r» )x »Y D

A:

(6.4)

T{*,y) - Max

B:

qi&+f(x.Oj] + q? [r2y+f (x , (l-r8 )y J]

As noted above, we already know from Section 3 that there Is a
unique solution to this equation.

Let us turn, then, to a discus

slon of some of the simpler properties of f(x,y).

Since

Pi + P2 < 1» qi •*• qg < 1 , it follows that r(0,0) - 0.

From the

fact that f(kx,ky) and kf(x,y) satisfy the same equation for
k > 0, It follows that f(kx,ky) - kf(x,y), for k > 0.

Setting

y - 0 and using f(rix,0) - rif(x,0), we obtain

'A:

(pi+P2rJx

+ P2(l-r1 )f(x,0)

f(x,0) - Max
B:

(qi+q2)f(x,0)

16.3)

- (pi + PgrJx + p2 ;l-ri )f (x,C)

whence

f(x,0)

- JEilEsIxh

(6.6)

Q-p^l-r.J]

and, similarly.

f(0,y) -

iBllZiDih
Q-<l2(l-r2]]

(6.7)

These results are, of course, obvious If we consider the process generating the function.

On these grounds we should also

-15suspec. that A woul-i ne employed whenever y was sufficiently
small compared with x.

This fact follows fr>m the continuity

N

f

^(x,y) (compare Section 3). since the IneQunllty

f(x,y) > (q, + i2r2)y + qjfCx.O) + Isr(x,(l-r2)y)

(6.8)

r

must hold for small positive y - y(x),

or x > 0, since It Is

valid for y - 0.
It follows that there are two regions, close to the x ani y
axer, In which the optimal choices are, respectively, A and B, whenever (x,y) Is contained In either of these regions, as sh^wn In
Flg. 2.
It Is reasonable to suppose that the solution has the form
shown In Fig. I.

I he meaning of Fig. 1 Is that A Is era^loye^i when-

ever (x,y) Is in R., the region between the x-axls and L, and B Is
employe-i In the complementary region.

On the line L either A or

B may be use i.

Fig. 2
Fig. 1

That the bounlary :urve,

If It exists, must b^ a straight line

follows from tne homogeneity of f(x,y).

Assuming that the solution

-16has this form, we shall show that the equation :T L may be calculated I'rom the fact that It Is an indifference curve.

By this

~n we mean that for points (x,y) on the curve, the valu^ of
..j function f(x,y) Is the same whether we employ A or B.
Observe that the effect of employing A Is always to drive P
Into Rg, whereas the use of B sends P Into R. .

Consequently, If

A Is used at P, the next choice. In an optimal policy, must be B,
and vice versa If B Is used.
This alone would not be sufficient to determine L, were It
not for another fact.

Since the operations A and B operate on x

and y alone, there will be a certain symmetry In the results obtained
by using A and then B, or B and then A, which plays a decisive
role In the solution.
Let us now do a small amount cf computing.

Using the values cf

f(x,0) and f(0,y) obtained above, we have

A:

(P^p2rl)x + 2lhl+3*Ijdl

+

p2C{{\-r,)x.y)

f(x,y) - Max

(6.9)

B:

(q1+q8r2)y + nJll^PlLlh + q2f (x , (l-r? )y)
Q-PaC-r,)]

To simplify the notation, let us denote the coefficients of x and y
In the above equation by 0^ ,02 in A and by &i,$2 in B.

If we employ

A, we obtain, using an obvious notation,

fA(x,y) - ajx + a2y + paf ((l-ri )x,y)

(6. 10

F-4 ^ ^
-17Following this by B, wr have

x
^AR(
AB .y) - [?i + e,P2(l-r, Qx 4 (og + «sPa)^'

(6.11)
+ PzQaTl(l-r, )x, (l-r2)y).

Similarly, the result of B and then A Is

fp.
BA (x,y) - (: i + Qzajx + [^ 4 q2 ^ (1-rg J] y

(6.12)

+ p2qi?r((l-r, )x, (l-r8)y).

If (x,y) lies upon L, WP must have f

AB

fBA.

Equating the

two expressions, we observe Lnat tne unknown function r((1-rt )x,(1-r2)y)
disappears.

Consequently, we ^btaln for L the equation

[7i1(l^2) + :I(p2(i-ri )-iy]x - Qi2(q2(l--r2)-l) + ^2(1-p2J]y

Using the precise values of
obtain, as the ^quatl^n

M.izi^i.r? as given by (6.9).

(6.n)

w

e finally

if L,

^•IM
1 -Pl-P2

1-1 1-^2

This ir a remarkably slnpl*- equatl ■:., slnc:^, as WP ob^rve,
the coefficient of x depends only 'n 'he A operation, wnile i.;e
coefflclen" of y lepends only on V.^ P operation.
coefficient

MTI'S

Furthermore, each

^fa /ery slr.pl^ Interpr» tatl^n as the ratio of

the expected ylel-i cf 'he operation to the probability of termination
Df the process.

-16Let us Insert a word of warning:

Although this elegan'

result holds for some generalizations of the functional equation.
It does not hold In general, as we shall subsequently see.
Let us now prove that the solution actually has this simple
form.

To make the previous argument rigorous, we observe that

below L, the procedure consisting of A, B, and an optimal continuation Is superior to Bf A, and an optimal continuation, and that the
reverse Is true above L.

Referring to Fig. 2, let ^ be a point

above the known A—region, and far enough below L so that any outcome of a B—choice transforms Q(x,y) Into the known A-reglon.
To show that A Is used at Q, we argue by contradiction.

Sup-

pose that B were used; then the next choice would necessarily be A.
However, we have seen above that below L the procedure consisting
of B, A, and an optimal continuation Is Inferior to A, B, and an
optimal continuation.

Hence, A Is used at 5.

It Is clear that we

may continue this argument until we have demonstrated that the
region between L and the x—axis Is an A—region.

Similarly, start-

ing from the known B-reglon, we may demonstrate that the region
above L Is a B—region.
We have carried through the proof for the simplest case of
(6.1).

There Is no difficulty In verifying that the argument Is

general.
Geometrically, the pattern Is as follows:

When (x,y) Is In

F., A Is employed until the resultant point Is In R_, at which time
A

D

B is employed until the point Is again in R., and so on.

-1967 .

A Generali/. P. ti on .
There 1? nc difficulty In extenilng "he ab->ve analysis to ".he

following n-ilmenslona 1 equation
K
f (Xj #Xg , • • * ,xn)

«»

Max
1

-

^ PikCclkxi^f(x»'x2'"-'cikxl'",'xnnJ
(7.1)

where
K
(a)

p Ik

> 0'

ZT plk < !'

1 ^ C.. ^ 0,
Ik

(c)

x

l >

C1W>

4 CJ

Ik

i"1'2

n,

1 ,

(7.2)

c

The decision functions are again the ratios of pxp^cted gain
o probability of termination, namely,
p

lkClk

(7.M

Di(x)
1 -

Ik

If Max n^'y^.^ Is attained for 1 - L, "hen the L

choice Is

made unles? there Is equality, In which case any one of the maximizing choices '.? optimal.
^8.

Tr» Form of f(x,y).
Having obtained a \ery simple cna.rac terizar Ion of -he optimal

policy, let us now turn our a-tontlon to »he function f(x,y).
general, no simple analytic re pr»» sen" a * Ion will pxlst.
we consider equation (^.6), whl^h w«1 wrl * e again as

In

If, however,

-20»ix + aay + P2f(c2X,y)
r(*,y) - Max

(8.1)
ßix + ßay + q8r(x,d8y)

(c2-l-r,, d2-l-r2)

we shall show that If c» and da are connected by a relation of the
type c2 - dg,

m and n being positive Integers, we shall obtain

plecewlse linear representations for f(x,y).
It Is sufficient, in order to Illustrate the technique, to
consider the simplest case, c2 - d2.
Let (x,y) be a point in the A-reglon.

If A Is applied, either

(x,y) goes Into (C,y), In which case B Is used continually thereafter, or It Is transformed Into (c2x,y), which may be In either an
A- or a B—region.

Let Li be the line that Is transformed into L

when (x,y) goes Into (c2x,y), let L2 be the line transformed Into
Li, and so on.

Similarly, let Mi be the line transformed Into L

when (x,y) goes into (x,d2y), and so on.

In the sector LOLi,

Is used first, followed by B, as shown In Fig. 3y

M,

Fig. 3

0

Hence, lor (x,y) In this sector we obtain

A

-21-

i
f(x,y) - a1x + a2y 4 P2f(c2X,y)
- a^ + a2y + P2 (e , c2x4 fey)

f Paq? f (c2x , C2y )

(8.2)

- («l+PeßlC2)x + (ci2 + P2f-2)y + P2Q2C2f(x,y)

This yields

(8.3)

f(x,y)
1

for (x,y) In LOLi.
In LOMi.

Similarly, we obtain a llnoar expression for f

Having obtained the representations In these sectors, It

Is clear that we
§9-

- P2q2C2

obtain linear expressions in L1OL2, etc.

Thp Problem for a Finite Number cf 5" rages.
Let UR now consider the problem that arises when

number of stages ar^ allowed.

,nly a finite

If we set

^N(x,y) - expected return using an optimal N—stage
policy,

(9.1)

f,(x,y) - Max

(9-2)

,hen

L(pi+p2Cj)x,

^^(x.y) - v..x

(qt+q2d,)y31

pi [x4fN(P,yJ]

+ r? [pix+rN(c?x'yn

qi&+fN(x^D

+

^piy^rN(x,i2yC 1

-22We know from the rerul'r concerning exls'ence and uniqueness
In Section *) that, as N —>oo, rN(x,y) —> r(x,y).
Is not reasonable to suspect that for each N * he
will be that of f(x,y).

However, 1'

ptlmal policy

Furthermore, It Is clear that.

In general,

the pollcler will nor be the samp for N - 1.
It does, however,

follow from ^ur previous argumentation that

If for some M the decision regions of fN(x,y) and f(x,y) coincide,
they must do so for all larger N.
Let us now show that decision regions for fu oonv^rcp 'iw^rd
N
that of f as N

>oo, and that there will always be an N

property that for N > N

^h^ regions will coincide.

The proof Is very simple.
as In Fig.

with 'he

Consider the situation f>r N -

x

,

4.
L2

^B-BA

Flg.

^

Let L2(A ~) i^riote the line that Is transformed In: > lJ2 wh^n
(x,y) goes Into (cx,y).
LzfA"" ).

Le\ .] be In the sector between L2 ar.d

If A Is us^d at Q,

then B Is used next, since * he trans-

formed point Is In 'he FU-reglon for N - ?.
D

If Q Is above L, w^

know that AD In Inferior In BA , r^gftrdless of N, as -i ae l of
firs*

two ^holc^a.

H^ticp, B 1? used at, C.

This sh ws us th^ t the

B—reglon for the N—stage proC'^sr Is at

l^^at that containing * he

sector bounded by lh*» y—axis ^nd LjlA

).

until L', (A

),

fv r some k, lies below L

"his process c »ntlnu^s
, which must necessarily

iccur aft^r some finite number of staffs.
The argument

Is general and applies to the general equations
However, we canno4 asser-

discussed Rbove.

that * he convergence

Is monotone, as we suspect, until we know more about the A- and
B—regions for the N—stage pr^ooss.

It

3s probably true that there

are two regions for e'ich N, but this Is a result that has only
be'?n demonstrated In the case

:>r the simple equation (7.1),

To show this result, WP use the fact tha*

tnls equation'arise

fr^rn a mod^l In which the results of an np^ratlon are known ^nly
as far as the expected

outjome Is concerned.

Any N~stage policy

has thn form, ther-'fir^,

i

c

a

wh^re thn a,
means that
B-

^ i

P

-ini t.

;Vk

(9.M

H

ir^ ^

^r positive lnt"^(jrs.

♦ hp A—cnclcf3 1; ma^-1

ix

^ons^c.i" Ive 'Imps,

l^«3 :M conspcutlve times, and s

cas-'r:

f,

1:

Planer ^qual '

A'

Tnls notation

r.
,N

cr B ,

thpn the

. ne rp a re n^w t w
. .

„

.k.

r It has the fcrm A B* • •

I
or B A''', whprp k, t «v N.
Pefprrln^ to Fig. ;' , consider a poln* .. above L.

If an opti-

mal policy has thp form A B'•',k < N, which may be written
A'<_1 (AB'* • ' , It may b«» Improved by ppplacin^ AR with BA , since A

Iterated any number of times maintains Q above L.

It follows then

that In the region above L, either B Is used first or A Is used
repeatedly; and, similarly, In the region below L, either A is used
first or B Is used repeatedly.

Since A

M

Is clearly the optimal policy for points sufficiently
N
close to the x-axls, and B Is the optimal policy for points sufficiently near the y-axls, It follows from the analytic form of
the yield for any SN—an expression which Is linear In x and y—that
If A N Is used at Q, It Is used for all points below the line OQ,
and similarly for B , "below" being replaced by "above."
It follows that there are always two regions, 8eparared either
by AB - BA or by a line of more complicated form. If A N or B N are
still dominant. For large N It Is clear that A N and D N become less
and less Influential, so that eventually AB ■ BA emerges as the
sole dividing line.
510.

A General Utility Function.
We have In the previous sections considered only the case In

which the utility of a total yield z was proportional to z.

Let

us now turn to the more Interesting case In which the utility Is
measured by a function i)(z).

f(x,y,a) - Max

The basic equation is now

A:

p,f(0,y,a+x)+p8f (c2x,y#a+Cix) + p3Ha)

B:

qif(x,0,a+y)+qaf(x,d2y,a+diy)+q3i)(a)

f(0,0,a) - ^(a)
where ct •♦• c» - 1,

di + d2 - 1,

Pi + Pa + Pa - qi + qs + qs - 1-

p^, q^ ^ 0,

(10.1)

This equation 1? more
ring for bi7) "

Ufflcult to treat of than that occur-

z

» ^nn we shall only be able to present Its solu-

tion for certain classes of functions.
We have
r
A:

p,f(0,y,e) + p2f(0,y,a) + p3Ma)

f(0,y,a) - Max

(10.2)
B:

q.rfO/J,?^',; + q? f (0,d2y ,a+d ^) + q^{a)

Since r(x,y,a) ^ r(0,0,a) - |)(a)

f,or

x

.y ^ 0» with strlc!

Inequality

If x or y Is positive, it follows, since Pi+ P2 + P3-I, p. > 0, that

f(0,y,a) - q1i)(a+y) + QaMa) + q2 f (0 ,d2y ,a+d , y )

an^i, similarly,

(10.3)

that

f(x,0,a) - p,^(a+x) + p3Ha) + P2 f (cjx ,0,a + c , x ) .

(10.4)

For given ^, tnese equations may now b^ solved by Iteration
for the functions f(o,y,a) and f(x,0,a).
Let us

igaIn pro-^^d formally before turning to a justification

of our operations.
the processes

It is clear from ^he conservative nature of

Involvei that 'he quanti-y x + y -t- ;i remains constant

throughout the sequence of operations.

Consequently, the effect

of any choice Is to transform a point In the region R:

x+y+a-c,

x

iy»a 2. 0 ^n"i another point in the region, as shown In Fig. 5The problem that confronts us Is

f

hat of determining the set

of points in R In wnlch A Is used and 'ho se*

In which B Is used.

-26If we aasume, as before, that thesr1 nptr ßDnstltule connected
regions having a boundary curv* P, we may proceed to find the
boundary aa before, ualng the fact that the boundary la an Indifference curv*».

Fig. 5
However, we must assume more about the boundary curve than
previously, where the fact that It was 3 straight line resulted
In considerable simplification.

Let us assume that the result of

applying A to a point P on the boundary curve Is to transform It
into the B—region, and vice versa.
Having provided ourselves with 1 cushion of assumptions, let
us now go through the calculations.

If A Is employed, we obtain

f(x,y.a) - pif(0,y,a + x) + P? r(c?x ,y ^ + c t x ) f Pa^OO

(10.5)

Employing B at (0,y,«n-x) and (c2x ,y ,a + c 1 x ) , we obtain

f(x,y,a) - PiQiMa+x+y) + qa f (0,d2y ,a + x+d ^) -t- q3^(a-»-x[]

+ p2[gif(c8X,0,a+j,x + y) + qaf(caX,d8y,a+c 1 x+d,y)

♦ q3Ma+c,xJ]
+ P3<>(a).

(10.6)

-21A similar ?x;resslon Is obtained by using P and then A..

Equating

rh<» two, we obtain, f^r the equation of r he boundary curve.

p,q3i)( i-f-x) + p2q,^(a+cix) + P3i(a)
(10.7)

which may be written

a+i

qip3[J(c+y)-^(aJ] + q2Pi 3(

(10.8)
i y )-Ma"]]

In Drder tc establish the result rlg)r j.--Iy, W" must ascertain
whether or not the boundary curve has the desired transformation
property.
What we actually require Is
Property T.

If

P(x,y,a) - ; .q.rj'^x)-^:.)] + P2q3[}(a+c, x )-^(a]]
(10.9)

then F(c?x .y ,a + c,x) < '"'.

!_[ F(x,y,a) > 0, theQ P ( x ,d?y , q-t-d , y ) > 0.

Unfirtuna te ly, It ^P^T,«? rn bp
criterion whlrh will Insure tha'
will satisfy Property "'.
that M7-) " 'T2 ^^^^ not

It

a ^<anera'. utll.

Is no' -MTl-uit

:'.qM.cry 1'

L^ t. u^ n )w d^m^nstrafe

ilrri^'ilt *o present any simple
v funitlon \ [z]

'- ^now, f^r exanple,

f T all values of pj and qj.

-28-

Theorem 4.

(a)

I£

M2) 1^ strictly incr^asing and contlnuouB,
♦(l) ^ 0,

(b)

(10.10)

Property 1 is satisfied,

then the solution to (10.1 ) is given by

r(x,y,a) - p,f(0,y,a+x) 4

f (c?x ,y, q+c , x ) + PoMa)

(lO.ll)

f(x,y,a) - q,f(x,0,a+y) + Qs f (x ,d2y ,a+d , y) + PaMa)

(10.12)

PJ.

for F(x,y,a) ^ 0, and by

for F(x,y,a) ^ 0.
The optimal policy is to apply A when F(x,y,a) > 0 ^nd B if
F(x,y,a) < C.

When there is equality, it is a mafer of Indiff^r-

ence as to which choice is made.
Proof;

The proof is carried through in iwo stages.

First we show

that there is a region in the plane x+y+a-c where A is always used,
namely, a region clo?e to y-0.

Zhen we consider what happens at a

point Q In the region defined by F(x,yfa) ^ 0 and x+y+a-c.
Let us assume for the moment that we have already established
the existence of a region where A is always used.

If B is used

at Q, It follows from Property T that the transformed point is again
in the same region.

It cannot be true that B Is used repea'edly

if x > 0, since eventually the y coordinate will be so small that

P-4^

-^9the point will be In tne A—region.

Hence, If at

,. an -ip^lmal

policy empl 3yp B for the first k choices, the R*»qup--:Cf» of moves
has the form

BB • • ' (k t Ime s )' * ' BA.

(10.13)

On the basis of Property ., we are still In • hf» region
F(x,y,a) ^_ 0, x + y+a-c after employing B (k-l) * lrr.es.

: he nex'

two moves, B and then A, cannot be optimal, however, since the
region Is defined by the property that AB plus optimal continuation 1^ superior ^o BA plus optimal continuation.
at ?. , move D cannot be used first

his shows that

In an op* Imal policy.

It remains thpn to establish the existence ^f trie A-reglon
mentioned above.
least positive,

.''Ince f(x,y,a) > i)(a)

for x,y ^ 0 and one at

It follows that

Pif(0,y,a+x) -f p2f(csx^^a+ctx) + p-,Ha)

(10.lU)

> q1f(x,0,a+y) + qz f (x.dgy ,a4-d,y) + q-^Ma)

which holds at y-0, must by virtue of 'he con'lnulty of * he function- Involved,for any x > 0, hold for some Interval 3 < y < y(x,a)

5

'he F.xponen'lal Utility Function.
^n*» way of obtaining utlll'y functions 'ha' have the desired

property

1' to -nake the boundary «»quatl^n Indeper.den* of a.

If

we wlph this t-> he tru«0 for all /a lues of the parameters p^ and q^,
we must have

p_Jj J
T';

■30-

Ma+x) - ^(a) - G(x)H(a)

(11.1)

wnlch yields, using standard arguments, under the assumption of
continuity,

»

(a)

Mz) -raz+n

(bj

Mz) - cebz .

or
(11.2)

We have already considered the first utility function; let
us now consider the recond.
The Important property of these utility functions Is th^t a
policy which maximizes the expected value of Mz) proceeds at each
stage without regard for the amount already obtained, being dependent only on the remaining amount to be obtained.
If we set, for b > 0,

bz)
g(x,y) - Max Exp (eüi

(11.5)

("ExpH denoting here "expected valup," not "exponential"),
we obtain for g the functional equation
A

bX/_\

A:

pje

B:

Tie by,yg(x,0) + qae

^(^y) - Max

g(0,y) + P2e

beix

/

\

g(c2X,y) +

p3

bdy,
•yg(x>d2y) + q^

(11.M

As a special case of Theorem 4, we obtain
Theorem 5-

The solution of (11 . ^) is as fallows:

Pi(ebX-l) t Pg(ebC'X-l)
PT

>

For

q.(eby^) + qg(ebd'y-l)
q^

This requirement of continuity can be considerably weaken ed

(11.5)

-31usf- A;

if * he reverse Inp^uallty hold:;, empl ,y B: If equal , P i" her

1R appl1 :qbl^.
Observe that, a? rhouli be true,
b
^!2.

> 0 Is exactly triat

Ihe limiting solutl >n as

ob: alnerj from i1 (■') H ^.

A^ymp'^tlc Behavior of c(x,y j.
We now turn to tne problem of determining; *f.e asymptotic

behavior of g(x,y) as x and y

> oo.

We begin by deriving the

asymptotic behavior of g(x,0) and ^(O.y).

From the equation WP

obtain, for large x,

g(x,C) - p.e^ + p., 4 paebClXg(c?x.:).

(12.1)

'"his equation may be solved by Iteration:

g(x^)

-

(p^^ 4 P3)

*

p2ebClX(p3

+

P,^'^)

(12.2)

To obtain the asymp* otic behavior, however, w^ must pr c^^i differently.

Set

K(X,C)

- -£1^-

wh^re n fa11rf1es •ne

i(x) - p3p

as we sep by Hip*»C'

+

h(x)ebx

(12.3)

c

iua4Ion

" ■•■ P2h(c2x)

substitution.

(12.^)

Altn^uwh 1'era* Ion yields

-32h(x) - p3e

+ PaPae

2

+ '"

(12.5)

the asymptotic behavior of h(x) Is still not apparent.
show that h(x) - x

We shall

<j(x)Q+o(lJj as x —>oo, y<fhpre t(x) ■ ^(cgx),

a - (log l/p2)/(log l/ce).

To accomplish this, set h(x) - k(x)x^a

Then Ic satisfies the simpler equation

k(x) - k(c2x) - P3xae-bx - i(x)

(12.6)
OD

The essential fact about ^ that we shall use Is " h- t ^
n«
converges for each x.
From (12.6) we have

n-1I
k (x/cg) - k(x/cr
: - *>(x/c?)

i'^A?)

(12.7)

which yields
oo

n

Llm
> no

k(x/cj) - k(x) +

^(x/c5) - <l(x).

(12.8)

From the form of the limit function or from the equation for k(x),
we see that <J(x) - \[Q.SX) for all x.
for 1 S

x

If then v;e write y - x/c^

1 l/ca, we have

k(y> - k(x/oS) - D+o(lEt(x) - D+0(in^(x/ca)

(12.9)

as y —> oo.
Collecting thp previous results, we see that
behivlor of g(x,0) Is given by

the asymptotic

-33Pig

g(x,0)

_bx

DX

Al

^1 + 0(1)11

(12.10)

where

(a)

<l(x) - <J(c2x)
(12.11)

v(b)y

ai

'

-

i£g ;Zr^

Tog l/cs

The correrponding result for g(0,y) 1
by

by

(12.12)

g(o,y) - -^
T^q:

y'

!

wher^

(a)

5(y) - 5(d2y)

(b)

bi

(12.13)
- log l/qz/log l/d2

Turning to the equation for g(x,y), we have for x and y large

1-<12

g(x,y) - Max
exli e

b(z + y)

+ q2e

bd1y

, bx / a i ■

g(x,d?y) + 0(eDX/xfll j

1-P2

(12.14
Setting M(x,y)b'X+y) - g(x,y), we obtain

P^-+ P2n(c2x,y)

-bx -b

+

-(e-r'VrM
(12.10

h(x,y) - Max
D

ini

T±rr- *

-by „—a11
q2 h(x,i?y) + Mo-"^)

To simplify still further, we set h(x,y) - a + k(x,y), obtaining

f^~ + ap2
-qs

+

p2k(cpx,y) + nCe-^y-*1)
(12.16

a-»-k(x,y) - Max

mi

+

aqp

+

q8k(x,d2y)

0(e-byx-ai)

+

If a Is chosen to be the common solution of

PjLli._
1-02

+

p2a
K

- M^L- + HZ
q2a
I-PS
-P2

(12.17)

namely. Piq»/(l-Pi )(1-qi ), (12.16) simplifies to

P2k(c2x,y) + O^'e'"^^1 )
k(x,y) - Max

(12.18)
:b /

1

q2k(x,d2y) 4 0(e- - x^ )

To estimate k(x,y) we use the fact that the solution may be obtained
by means of successiv/eapproxima* ions :

Ppkn(c2x,y)
k

x

n+i(

'y) -

+

0(e-bxy-bl)
.

Max

r. r
k0(x,y) - l/x +y ,

q2kn(x,d2y) 4 0(e-byx-ai)
(12.19)

considering, for our purposes, only values of x and y greater than 1.
The exponent r will be chosen in a moment.

IB

I
I

-35If we have an Inequality of the typp kn(xfy) < u /(xr-»-yr),

■

un being a constant, which Inequality la certainly valid for n-0,
we obtain
P2Un
r
/ r.+y rx)
C2(x
k

n+! ^,y^ ^

0(e-bxy-bl)

+

(12.20)

Max

r

r

+ Ole-^x"6')

r

d2 (x .y )

■

-r
-r
Choose r 30 that ppCs
^ l/2, qgdp
^ l/2. Since at,b1 > r,
.
a —bx . . -or a ,, x ,, a p —i^x —a i ^ J —r -r
we see, since x e
< ^ ^
^ » ^
y
^ d x y
^ d /(x +y ), for x,y ^ 1.

Hence, we have

a2
r
x +y

+
k

r

(12.21)

x

n+1(

'y) i .^ax

a2
r r
x +y

r r
x +y

for some constan*. a».
Is prePerved
for u
F

IT we lake u n-f 1, - -n-(u
+ap)' , the Inequality
2
n

, .

n-t-1

f.ince u„ as defined byJ the recurrence rela —
n

tlon is uniformly bounded, we obtain. In the llml' , k(x,y) < 83^ -fy ).
Knowing the form of the function, we readily obtain the
optimal policy, deriving In this case Ifu

jllghtly pqradlxocal

result that, asymptotically, as x and y —> 00, It makes no difference which move la made first.
Collecting the above results, we obtain
b(x-l-y)
g(x,y)

£ÜÜ
(l_p8)(l_q?)

4

0(eb(x+y)/xrfyr

(12.22)
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A Continuous Version.
Ar,

WP

h-ve seen In the previous section?, the formulation of

the goli-mlnlnp; problem In its ^il^crete form leads to a numbpr ^f
unsolved problems.

We turn, therefore, to a continuous version of

the problem In the hope of overcoming ^ur difficulties by use ^f
the more powerful tools of continuity.

We can now resnlve the

corresponding questions In complete detail and thereby obtain a
clear Insight Into the structure of the optimal policies.

^ he solu-

tions determined in this way can now be used as approximations in
the original discrete process.
One very Interesting and crucial fact emerges.

Whereas the

original discrete problem had certain linear aspects, at least in
the case where we were considering expected return, the continuous
version Is sufficiently nonlinear to permit a variatlonal approach
In the classical manner.

In carrying through this variat lonal

attack our knowledge of the form of the solution in the dlacrete
formulation Is of great service In telling us In advance what *o
expect.

It Is a combination of the two tpchniques, old and new,

which permit a successful attack on the problem.
Let us now begin by discussing sonv methods we may follow t
obtain a continuous analogue to (l.l).

"he basic assumption is that

each operation is to have a high probability of ob4aln!ng a small
amount and leaving the machine undamaged^ and a small probability of
obtaining nothing and damaging the machine.
Let, for B > 0 and small,

-371 — q,6 • probability of obtaining rlx6 an-1 leaving
the machine undamaged, If A la used
1 - _]2C) ■ probability of obtaining rgV^ '.;id Leaving
the macnlne undamaged If " Is ^sed,

(n.i)

when» qi,q2 > 0.

Setting, ar before, f(x,y) *»qual to tne total expected gain
obtained before the machine Is damaged, we obtain the functional
equatIon
A:

(l-<i15)(r,x6 + r(x-r,xB,y)
(1T.2)

f(x,y) - yax

B:

(1-^26) (r2y5 f r(x,y - r2yt)

If we proceed formally, letting 5

> ">,

WP

obtain

lA:

f(x,y) + r,x6 -q^ffx.y) - r.xft f(x,y)-»-

M&8)

B:

f(x,y) + r2yB -q25f(x,y) - r2y6 f(x,y) +

i(6?)

f(x,y) - Max

(13.3)
or
FA

r,x

q1f(x,y) - r.x f,(x,yj

n - viax

(1?.^/
B:

ray - q?f(x,y) - r?y fjxjr)

Iblr doer, not reem to bp a frul'ful approac;. because of the
difficulty of r-r •-v ,,! »hing any existence or unlquensa theorems, or,
In general, of treating the equation In (l'.^) analytically.

p_M3

_^8In plflce of using a dl f rer<»nila 1 approach, wf» may us? an
Integral approacn and then let 6

> 0.

L^t

UP

use (13.?) and

Iterate, obtaining the corresponding equation f r n steps a»
time.

H

The result has the form

r(x,y)

Max
8
n

R

n(^y) *^I Pnk(x'^r^nk'vnk)

(n.v)

where

Rn(x»y) ■ expected return from n stages using * he
policy T f
K
' n
P nKi,(x»y)" probability
of surviving and being at
.
,-,
using "n,
S

n

(l^.rj>)

(x nKu,yn[
nK.)

- policy pursued; I.e., the choice of A ^r P at
each stage.

If n5 Is chosen to remain flr.lte as 6 —> 0, n —> oo, and set
equal to t, the analogue of (l5.cj) Is a functional equation of
the type

f(x,y) - Max

S(t) L

R(x.y,t) +

J
r-0

/ f(xr,ys)dG,,(r,slx,y,- )
s-C
(n.7)

Functional equations of this class will occur In most continuous versions of dynamic programming problems.

We shall not enter

into any discussion of this formulation hf»re because of 'he many

conceptual ani mathema'. Icni difficulties aasnciate'i wl*ri * ne
concept of a continuous strategy, p« r- Icjlnrly when the o'j'c^me
lr, stochastic.

Instead WP shall use a third approacn which bears

the* same connection to (M.7) gs the use of the heat eqv^tlon In
diffusion theory bears t^ 'he Chapraan-K~Imogoroff equation.
the moment It 1? suffielen*

At

fr ^ur purposes.

Let us bp^rln by noting that according to 'he rejults of §f
the solution of (l'.2) Is determined by ih** boundary curve
(1-^ll5)r,x5

(l—qg^jrgyB

(i?.a)
q?6

Qift

whlcn a;

0

—> 0 approaches * he line

h:

(n.Q)

r,x/q, - r?y/q?.

'he following strategy Is the limit of the strategies as 5

n

(x,y)

Fig. 6
If (x,y) Is below ■■, u:'e A, c-n'lnjlr.g across horizontally until P
Is hit, ar.d then con'lnulng down
A strategy ^f this typ^ Is not Included In the

»rlglnal formu-

lation of ' hf> problpm whlcn all wpd only norlz-)ntal or ver'lcal
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motlon, j_-2.-»

us

*

0

^ ^

or

^'

^ ^s clear, however, that this

policy can be arbitrarily closely approximated by use Df A and B
moves.

This suggests that the continuous version of the original

problem may not possess a policy yielding a maximum return, but
only a sequence of policies yielding a supremum.
However, the Introduction of mixing at a point Intriduc^s a
number of difficulties of both physical and mathematical kind.
Mathematically, we find ourselves confronted by *■ he same difficulties that made us wish to bypass (l1.?); physically, we are reluctant to accept this type of policy as one applicable *o ^h^ original
problem which Insisted upon a choice of A or B.
To avoid this concept of mixing at a point, we use a frequently
useful device.

The essence of It Is that for mathematical pur-

poses mixing over small Intervals Is equivalent to mixing at t
Itself, under certain natural continuity assumptions; cf. [6] for
a further discussion.
We shall assume then that we are considering a process which
requires a choice of A or B at time points Q,A,20, ' ■ ,elc, , and
that over a typical Interval [k^,(k+l)iS] we use A for the part
[k6,kMbi£} and B for [TcA»-i)i A, /k+1 jÄ] , where <|), depends upon k.
Assuming that A Is small and that first-order t^rms rire sufficient to describe the process, we shall derive a set of differential equations which determine the process.
Having set up the equation, we shall, to Illustrate the power
of

he method, solve In turn problems corresponding to the two—choice,

three-choice, two-choice finite time, and general nonlinear utility
function.

514.

Derivation of the Differential Equation.
We a?pume as above that the total time Interval Is divided into

small IntervalP of length A.

In a typical Interval QcA, (k-f 1 )4]

the first part of the Interval \k&,KMt)\S\

is devoted to the use of A

If x Ifi the amount of gold In mine A at the time kA, there is
a probability 1 - qi^jA that an amount riX^a la mined and the
operation may be continued; and a probability qt^t^ that nothing
is obtained and the operation stops.

The second part of the Inter-

val [kA+^t4,(k+l )^J Is devoted to the use of B.

If mine B contains

an amount y, then there Is a probability 1 — qz^^ that the amount
ray^jA Is obtained and the operation may be continued; and a probability qs^^ that the operation ceases, where i»? - 1 - ^i .
As far as first—order terms in ^ are concerned, it makes no
difference in what order the operations are performed.

It la this

feature which allows this type of mixing to perform the function of
mixing at a point.
A strategy
val.

consists of a choicp of ^, and £2 for each inter-

For any given strategy, let

x(t) ■ amount of gold remalninö: in A provided the operation
has continued to t,
y(t) - amount of gold remaining in B provided the operation
has continued to t,
p(t) - probability that the machine survives until t, l-«.,
that the operation continues until t.
f(t) - expected amount of gold mined up to lime t,
where t - nA, n-O,!,?,-**

(l^.l)

P-^3 5
-41Ignorlng the second—or^er terms in A, we have
x(t+A) - x(t) - r,^ (t)x(t)^
y(t^A) - y(t) - r2i2(t)y(t)A

(1^.2)

p(t+^) - p(t)(l - q,^(t)A - q2^(t)A)
f(t+6) - f(t) + p(t) |3)1(t)r1x(t) 4 i)2(t)rJ>y(t)] A .
Letting A

> •, we obtain the system of differential equations

dx/dt - - Mt)rix(t),

^(0N - ^0.

dy/dt - - Mt)ray(t),

y(0) - y0,

dp/dt --p(t) [>l(t)q, 4 i»a(t)qj>

p{0) - 1,

df/dt -

f(0) - 0.

p(t) ö»i(t)rix(t) 4 Mt}r8y(t)],

The problem Is now to determine fax . where
0 1 ^.(t) ^ 1,

so as to maximize f(T).

<>a(t) - 1 - 0,(1).

(14.4)

A case of particular Impor.ance Is t - oo.

We shall derive similar equations for the three-choice problem.
515.

The Variatlonal Procedure.
Let ^i, and p2 be functions furnishing the maximum,, ar.d let

^1 " ^1

+

t'ii1)

(^.D

wnere £ Is a small positive quantity, $i,:3 are \vi functions
satisfying the conditions

C £ j^ +

£1^ < 1,

(15.2)

(1^.3)

(which rpfan."4 |

jl

<!/£)» an^! :,+;i-0, r> tha!

Ine t1 ^ r^ TIST

aiimlaslble i)' ? .
It

followr, that

Jt) < 0 If ^(t) - I , : . (• ) > o if ^ (• )

and :■ ^ CRH be ^f either sign of 0 < ^W*) < I, ihp region when*»
frpe variation 1? permlttPi.

Performing the variation, w*» fin''

reailly that

x(t) - xUHwniMt))

+

(£.)

ds^)

y(t) - y(t)(l -er?B, ;•)) - o(£).
p(t)

;(•)(! -s^B.fO-e^Bp:-)) + o(£)

?

7(T) - f(")

^(t)^^^

+ l2B2(t)) 4 rtB// )p(t)xt(: )

wh^r^ wp rifivp r*»t

^(tl

s)d:

-;

(1- -^

and the bar? r^f^r to * hp perturbed varl"'blpr>.
Intp>rra* Ir.g by parts to ellmlnatp ' hp ^«(t), WP find

f(T)

e/

o

(15-5)
o

wh«» r

K,(t) - _

:i

/

f'(5)ds > r1f(T)x(:)

r, / p'(s)x(s)'1:
(15.6)

K2(t)

12 /

-'(s)-

+ r2p(".)y(T)

r2 J p'(s)y(3M?

Since r(T) - f(T) ^ 0, we see that whenever K1(t) > Kj(t) we
rust have ^(t) - 1, ^(t) • 0.
equations for ^* and ^..

These relations yield Implicit

In the next section we shall discuss the

behavior of the K-functlons In more detail.
§16-

The Behavior of K,.
The fundamental relation Is

1

-(Ki-Ka) - (qi-q2)f'(t) - p« (t) (ray-^x)
(16.1)
- P H <lirzy - qarix] .

Thus a "mixed policy,M one for which more than one of the ^ le
positive for a given t, which Implies Ki(t) ■ Ka(t)# can be optimal only on the line QiTay - q2rix.

ThlG line la precisely the

boundary line that one obtains by passage to the limit from the
solution In the discrete case as -A —> 0, as In (12.9)*
If m mixed policy is pursued along the line, ^i and tc nmat
be chosen to stay on this line, which means that the slope s ■ y/x
must be kept constant.

ST

Since

(y/x) --£!-_ -|1 s(t) - [^r,^ - r2^2 ] s,

(l6.2)

we see that we must have

^. .

El—

f

^2 .

D—

dß x)

^)17.

The Solution for T - oo.
With these preliminaries out of the way, let us determine

the optimal policy for the Infinite process, T »» oo.

The Infinite

problem Is, as usual, simpler than the finite case because of
the homogeneity Introduced by Infinite time; after any Initial
actions, we are confronted by a problem of the same type, with
'afferent Initial v-alues.

Let us note that a consequence of this

u the homogeneity of the equations with respect to x and y la
that the decision at nny point Is a function only of the slope
s - y/x.
Let us begin by observing that above the l*ne qir2y » qariX
In the (x,y;

- .e if policy A Is ever used, It is used thereafter.

This follows Immediately from (1) of §16 which shows that Kj-l^ is
in' easing when qi^y - q^rix > 0.

Since use of A decreaaea x

and leaves y unchanged, once Ki > Ka the use of A maintains the
inequality.
Near the y-axis, however, the use of A continually is not as
rewarding as continual use of B.

For If ^i ■ 1, (>2 • 0, for t > 0,

we have
x(t) - xoe' -rit
y(t) - y0

(17.1)

P(t) - e
t
f(t) - S ^x^-'»0 e^10 ds
fA(oo) - rIxo/(q1+rl )
>

-46However, ^i - 0, ^a - 1 for all t yields similarly rB(oo)
- r2y0/(q24-r2) .

For yQ/*0 Bufflclently large fB(oo) > fA(oo).

Thus, there 13 a region near the y-axls where D Is used.
This region where B Is used extends down to the line ^iTjy
■ q2r1x.

To prove this we observe that a mixed policy cannot be

pursued above the line and If A is ev^r used above the line It Is
always used thereafter.

Using A indefinitely, howe/er, would

eventually take (x,y) Into the region near
known to be optimal, a contradiction.
above the line.

Similarly, bei'

he y-axls where B Is

Hence B Is always us^d

-he llnr- A Is always used.

When the line qi^y - qariX Is reached, the point (x,y) must
remain on the line thereafter.

For If not, then an A pc.^.y must

be used in a B region or vice versa, rfhlch Is imposBible.

Mpncp,

on the line itself the mixed policy of (i4.3) must be employed.
We have thus demonstrated
Theorem 6.

With reference to the equations /li♦.,.) and the con-

straints (1^.4), the maximum value of f(o ) Is attained by us^ of
the policy
{>, - 1 for qiray < qai^x,
£2 - 1 for qir2y > q2r,x,

(17.2)

Note that pi and ^2 are determined almost everywhere by the
above arguments, and hence are essentially unique.

-47^16.

folution for Finltp Tot a 1 Time .
In rinding Ihe solution f^r finite ': , WP snail begin by

determining what policy Is used las* .
has
a]s i

f

np property 'na*

flnce an "p*lmal policy

Its continuation ^f'pr any Initial pan Is

ipilm'-il, WP shall conslipr thp case whppp 1

Is small.

We

have, for T close to 0,

K.-O Ci.(Or1x( s

r(T)

+ <t>2(s)r2y(s) ]ds
(16.1)

- r ix0

J
o

vA-')*-' + r2y0

It follows thpn that for small ".

j
o

^(s)ds + o(")

t^le maximum Is obtained by taking

MO - U ^M - ^ for r,x > r^y and ^(a) r^y > rix.

'Vs 1;:

n

', ^(s) - 1 for

to bp exppcted, for small durations expec'pd gain,

without worry ab^u:

termination. Is the determining factor.

If ii - Og the lines rzy - rlx and QiPgy - q?^* coincide,
and *hp optimal policy Is easily found to be the same as that
for 1 - 00.
Let ii? conMier the general case wher** Qi ^ q?.

Assume, with-

out loss of generality, that the line r2y » riX ". ies above * he
IU.<* "iirgv - ijrix.

"he positive quadran'

three region", which we label

I, H,

Is '.hen divided In^T

IIT.

q?

Fig

r x

'
3.1

-48As before. It follows that In region I a b—policy once used
must be continued thereafter, while In regions II and III the same
holds for an A—policy.

Also, In regions I and II an A—policy Is

used If the time resulting Is sufficiently small, and In III a
B—policy under the same conditions.

From this we conclude that

an A—policy Is always used In I, and a B-poll y always while In III.
Let us now establish that an optimal policy never switches
from A to B.

Let us suppose
otherwise and le^ t o be the time a'
rr

which the change occurs.

Since at

t , A Is t^rmlnat^d, the poln"

(x(t ),y(t )) must be In region I, or on the boundary between I
and II.

Using B will keep the point (x(t),y(t)) In J for all

t /> tÄo since we know that B once used In I must be continued.

How-

ever, this contradicts the fact that A Is used In I whenever the
time remaining is sufficiently small.

Similarly, the combination

of using the mixed policy and then B canno'" occur, since the changeover must occur on the boundary between I and II, and B usM 'hereafter in region I, a contradiction.
This reducer the number of types of solutions to six:

A always,

B always; the mixed policy followed by A ; A then thp mixed policy
and finally A; B then the mixed policy and then A; B followed by A.
Let t

be the value of t at which 'h^ last cnange of policy Is

made In an optimal strategy. If such a change occurs.
^ T, we muFt have ^(t) - 1, ^(t) - 0.
of rl(t0) - K2(to).

For t0 < t

We now c mpu'e the value

We ha-.e for t0 < t < T,
-r,(t-t )

x(t0)e

x(t)
P(t)

r'(t)

■

P^J^

0

.

y(t) - y(to)

-It (t-t oJ

.
. -(qi+r, )(t-t0)
P(^0)*
r1x(tno),

(18.2)

and, nfter some almplifIcatIon,

K1(to) - K2(t0) - p(to)r1x(to) ["(1 - -31

-(Qi + rJC-tJ

^i + r,

+

(IB.^)
JK

qr

o
o

For any flx^d point
positive Tor '■-t

(x(t

),y(t )) lr II,

sm.i 11, -md ne^a*lve for T—t

to zero for preclseiv one valu^

D?

the changeover occurs.

occur?, A

Wh^n 1'

".-'

o

.

the righ* sldp la
largp.

I1

Is equal

This zer) dptprmlnes wt-i^n
Is used for trie remaining

time, with qny of the six bpglnnlnp'? above, depending upon the
location of the lnlrlal point.
^19-

The ^hreg-^holce Problem.
The continuous version of I he three—choice problem mentioned

rbove 1 r the foil owl r^g:

dx

Given

dt

r^i (Or, + ^,(t )r^x't) ,

x(o)

dy
d1

|_Mt )r? + ^(Or* ]]y(t).

y(0) - y0

do

_

r

♦

ii (Oni + ^(0q? + iMt hO -

^ \ -

- xo

(19.lj

r(0)

df
^- P(t) [:(i>i(t)r, + ^(Or,)x(t) + (MOra + i. (' ) r4 ) y ( O ] .

f(0) -

:

wnere for all t

< ii <

1

,

<),

+ ^2 + ^ - 1 ,

(19.2)

-^Ch-

it Is required to determine the ^.(t) so as to maximize f(T).
We shall consider only the case where T ■ oo.
As before, let us set ^j* ^4+

ß^»

and

.

B1(t) - J
o

ß1(s)ds.

We obtain

x(t) = x(t)(l

(3)

-Er1B,(t) -tr3B3it)) 4 o(^)

y(t) - y(t)(l - er2B2(t) - tr4B3(t)) + o(t)
p(t) - p(t)(l ~ g /"

q^^t)) + o(^)

—
—
—
- ~
—
g^~ - pQC^iri + ^3r3)x -♦- (^r» + <i>3r4)yl]

A7

Consequently, following the same technique as before, we obtain

(4)

T
r(T) - f(T) - if QKjß! + Kaßa + K3ß3 ^dt + o(£)

where
I

t

T

T

Mt) - - q! j" f'(8)d8 + r1p(T)x(T) - r, J p'(8)x(8)d8
t
t
Ka(t) - - qa J
t

f'(8)d8 + r2p(T)y(T) - r2 ^ p'(8)y(8)d8
t

T

KaU) - - q3 J f(8)d8 + p(T)03x(T) 4 r4y(T) ]
t
T
- T P'Cß) [lr3x(8) + r4y(8)]ds

-51-

c.
^20.

Some Lemmas and Preliminary Results.
The statements In the lemmas below concerning the dependence

of the

^M

upor. the K, are, of course, taken to hold almost everywhere

-<

Lemma 1 .
Proof:
hold.

rfK1(t)>Kj(t), then ^(t) = 1 or ^(t)

0,

L^t E be the set of t for which the assertion does not
Let f^ - 1,

otherwise.

P. - -1 for t in E, and let the 0' s be zero

The variation is admissible for £ sufficiently small

and makes

7(T)

- f(T) positive if m(E) > 0.

Lemma 2.

If K1(t) > K . (t) for J f 1, then ^. • 1.

The proof follows Immediately from the atove.
Lemma 3.

If there is a J such that Kj^t) < Kj(t), then $^ - 0.

Again a simple consequence of Lemma 1.
Let us now compute the derivatives of the K..

A acraight-

forward calculation yields the symmetric results

KsKt) - p E^ii), - Ca^]

(20.1)

K3(t) - p Q-C^^i + C3C)2 ~

where we have set

Ci

- qir2y - q2r1x

C2 = qir4y - (qart-qjrajx
-a - (qaTg - q2r4)y - q^raX .

(20.2)

The relative posltlons of the three lines C. » 0 are determined by the quantity

(20.3)

D - qir2r3 + q*r,r4 - Qarirg

If we assume that all three lines lie In the positive quadrant, a
straightforward calculation shows that If D > 0 the lines have
the position shown In Fig. 8, while If D < 0, they 11^ as shown
In Fig. 9.
C2-0
C,-0
Ci-0
C2-0

Ptg. 8

Pl£. 9

It la possible for both cases D > 0, D < 0 to o^cur.

The

case where one of the lines C2 ■ 0, C3 ^ 0 lies outside the positive quadrant yields an Immediate simplification of the following
argunents without changing the over-all structure.

Consequently,

we shall discuss In detail only the above cases.

_§2l.

Mixed Policies.
As above, we denote by the term "mixed policy" a situation

in which the ^. have values different from 0 and 1.

By an A-pollcy

-53-

we shall mean ^i-l, a B—policy ^2-1, and a C-pollcy ^3-1.

Let

us prove
Lemma 4.

No optimal policy contains a mixture of A, B, and C

policies.
Proof:

Let us assume that In some Interval we have simultaneously
In this Interval we must have Ki ■ Ka " K3.

^1» ^2» ^3 > 0This yields

4>i + 4>2 + ta - 1
KJ - Kg - p QCii)i 4- C2(?2 + (Cz+Cal^aJ - 0

(21.1

Ki - Ki - p "Ca^i + [Cx-CsJtz + Cg^, j - 0

The solution for ^ , ^2, ^3 Is,

""'-' 3

7*—j* _rm

*

i.

"^a

If Ci - Ca - Ca f 0,

v2 = n—~* _*- >

*>3 " *

^1

ß _p

-

/

\

(21.2)

Slncp the i, must be positive In this interval, we must have
Ci, -C2» and -^^ all of the same sign.

It Is easily verified upon

referring to Figs. 8 and ^ that In both cases P > 0, D < 0, this
can n^ver occur.
Furthermore, Ci - ^2 - C3 - '' only if the lines Cx
C^ - 0, Ca

a

coincide.

- 0,

When this occurs the problem is equiva-

lent to the two—ohoicf protlem.
Let uy now investigate the possibility of using mixej pollclfs
involving only two of the three policies. A, B, or C.

Lemrna 5.

Concerning the mixing of two and only two pollclee, we

have the following results:

(a) A mixture of A and B is permissible only along
Ci - 0, where ^i - r2/(ri-fr2),

pz = rx/ir^rs)

'21. 0

(b) A mixture of A and C is permissible only along
Cz » 0, where
i».
ri -

r

1-r3
.
ri4-r4-r3 '

6,
y3 - rl-»-r4-r3

(c) A mixture of B and C is permissible only along C3 » 0,
C3 - 0, where
r

3-r4

^ - rz+^-r*
~*^r. .
Pmof:

x

*TJ

rj _

r2-»-r3-r4

If (>, , ^2 > 0, ^3 - 0, we must have Ki = K2 > K3.

In an

interval where this occurs,

0 - Kl - Ki - p [ICt(M^2) J •

Hence Ci - 0.

(21^

The values of ^t and (^2 which keep (x,y) on this

line are determined as in the two—choice case.

The other asser-

tions In Lemma 5 are obtained similarly.
§23.

The Solution for Infinite Time, D > 0.
Having obtained these auxiliary results,

wo now proceed

to find the solution to the problem of maximizing f(oo).

We snail

assume that r3 > r4, since the case r4 > r3 can be handled by
interchanging the roles of 7. and y and A and B.
case, r3 = r4, will be discussed separately.

The degenerate

P-435
-55Let us make nn Initial observation that when Vj > r4 the mixed
AC policy Is never used, for by (21.5) i>j and ^3 cannot both be
positive.

The solution takes two distinct forms depending upon

whether D > 0 or D < 0.

Let us begin by considering D > 0.

We

shall establish the principal results In a series of lemmas.
Lemma 6.
Proof;

In an optimal policy, B Is used near the y-axls.
There Is a region near the y-axls where A Is not used.

For If Ci > 0, Ct > 0 and A la used, I.e., ^i(t) - 1, we have
Ki * 0, K^ < 0f Ks < 0.
for ti ^ t.

This means that Ki renalna the largest

Hence If A la used In this region. It must be pur-

sued thereafter.

Let us now compute the results of a continued

A-pollcy, a continued B-pollcy, anda continued C-pollcy.

We have

fA(oo) - rlx0/(qrfr1)
fB(oo) - r^Aqa+ra)
r (00) -

r x

? o

+

(22.1)

r

*yp

A comparison of fA(oo) and fB(oo) shows that fB(oo) > fA(oo)
for y/x sufficiently large.
Let us now show that In the region above C3 - 0, If C Is used
It Is used continually thereafter.

Using C Increases the slope

8(t) - y(t)/x(t), for with {>., - 1 we have

s'(t) - s(t)(r3-r4) > 0 .

On the other hand, using B decreases the slope.

(22.2)

Hence, we cannot use B

?

-f£

after C, for to do so would return us to a region where C was
to be used.

We have already shown that A cannot be used after C

when close to the y-axls.

A comparison of fB(oo) and fc(oo) shows

that it Is better to use B rather than C near the y-ax.ls If
r^yAqa-»-^) > r4y/(q3-»-r4), or qara-qar* > 0.

This, however. Is

precisely equivalent to the condition that C3 - 0 lie within the
positive quadrant, which we have assumed.
It follows then that neither A nor C is used In a region
near the y-axls, and we know that no mixed poMcy is pursued there.
Consequently, B must be used in a region adjoining the y-axis.
Lemma 7.

The lower boundary of the B—region adjoining the y-^txla

is the line Cs ■ 0.
Below Ca ■ 0,
Proof;

On that line a mixed BC—policy is employed.

B is never used.

Let us begin with initial values (x »y0) near the y-axls

in the region where B is used and consider what form an optimal
strategy can have.

B cannot be used indefinitely since this would

eventually take (x,y) near the x-axls where comparison of f. V^o)
and fR(oo) shows that A is superior.
increase the -' >r y/x,

However, since both A and C

B cannot be followed by A or C since both

of these put the point (x,y) back into a region where B Is to be used
It follows that B must be followed by one of the mixed policies
AB or BC.
Let us show, however, that for D > 0, the mixture AB never
occurs In an optimal strategy.
(20.1),

For if AB is used we have, by
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Ki - p Ba^s - CatiU < 0.

(22.3)

Since K,(co) - KgCoo) - KgCoo) - 0 and K,1 - Kg - 0 while AB la
being used, It follows that K-, > Ki - K? while the AB-mlxiure Is
being used.

This, however. Implies that bs ■ 1» 4>i - ^a ■ 0, which

Is a contradiction.
The remaining possibility then Is that BC Is used after B on
the line C3 ■ 0.

B cannot be used below this line as a consequence

of the above arguments.
Lemroa 8.

C Is used In the region between the line 03 - 0 and a

line L - 0 which Is below Cg - 0.
Proof;

A Is not used In a region near the line C3 - 0 because

when the BC-mlxed policy Is used we have K|(t) ■ p [pi^a + Cg^H >
and also K1?(t) - K3(t) > K|(t).

Hence, Immediately before BC Is

used Kj < K2 and Kt < K3; therefore A Is not used.

Consequently,

0 must be used Immediately below C3 - 0.
The C region actually extends below the line Ca - 0.

While

C is followed, Ki(t) ■ pCg, which Is positive when (x(t),y(t)) Is
above Cg - O.
C is employed.

Hence, K| < K3 when Jx,y) Is In that region, and
Also immediately below C» - 0 we still must have

Ki < K3 so that C Is still used there; but now Kv decreases as t
Increases.
There are two conceivable possibilities.

Elther C Is used In

the whole region between C3 - 0 and the x-axls, or the line
L - 0 (which Is the lower bound of the C region) Is between Cg - 0
and the x—axis.

In the second case the position of the line L - 0

c

1

(

i

-58ls determined by where Ki ■ K3.

The following lemmas show that

In fact only thin seconi possibility can occur.
Lemma 9:
Proof:

A Is used In the region between L - 0 and the x-axls.
The statement Is vacuous unless L • 0 is above the x-axls.

If It la above, let t

be the time of changeover from A to C, so

that Ki(t ) - K2(t0).

But when A Is employed, K,'(t) - 0,

Ki(t) - -pCi > 0,

Kalt) - -pCs > 0.

It follows that K^t) > K? (t)

and Ki(t) > K3(t) for nil 1 < I , so that no other policy can be
used before A.
Lemma 10:

The region where A Is used Is nonvacuous; lhat Is, the

line L ■ 0 Is above the x-axls.
Proof:

We proceed by contradiction.

Suppor.e that the assertion

were false and L coincided with the x-axls.
below Cs - 0.

If C Is used until the mixture BC la used along

C3 - 0 we must have K^t) ■ 0 for ail t > 0.
have {(3(0) - 0.

Let (x ,y ) be chosen

Since {(3(00) - 0, we

Since C Is preferable at (x ,y0) we must h-ve

0 - Kalo) ^ Ki(0).

Hence since Ki(00) - 0, we havp
t1

00

Moo) - K,(0) - T p(t)C2d^ + S

p(t) [Jita+Cj^dt > 0

(22.M
where t1 is the time of changeover from C to BC.
let y0

> 0.

This entails t"

> 00.

Keeping xo fixed,

Since dip + ^z^s is

uniformly bounded, the second Integral tends to r.ero.

We have

then, using the expressions for x, y, p,obtained from a C-pollcy

-59-r4t

^3^

11m
y0—>o

/

o

qir4y0 e

- (q3r,-q, r3)x0 e

-r3t

dt > 0,

(22.5)
or
oo

- J
o

-(qa+rah
(Q-jr,-q,r3)x0 e

dt . _

(q3rt-q1r3)
qa+ra

X

0
o
'
O ^

(22.6)
which contradicts the assumption that the line Cg ■ 0 passes
through thp positive quadrant.
This completes the consideration of the case D > 0 when both
C2 ■ 0 and C3 ■ 0 are contained in the positive quadrant.

The oom-

plete result Is
Theorem 7.

I_f D - qi^ra + qgri^ - qa^rg > 0, the solution to

the problem of maximizing f(oo) subject to (l9'l) is given by
Fig. ID.
C3-O

•0

L-0

Fig. 10
It does not seem possible to specify L in any simple way.

-60Flnally, let us discuss the degenerate cases in which C3 ■ 0
or Cg - 0 do not lie In the positive quadrant.

If C3 ■ 0 lies

outside, the C—region extends all the way to the y-axls.

If

C2 ■ 0 lies outside, the C-reglon extends all the wny to the x-^xls.
525.

D < 0.
Let us now consider the case In which D < 0.

In this case It

turns out that C Is never used»which means that ^h^ solution Is as
given In the two—choice problem.
Lemma 11.
Proof;

Precisely as before.

Le'nma 12.
Is Ci - 0.
Proof;

D Is used near the y-axls.

"'he lower boundary of the B-reylon adjoining the y-axls
On that line AB Is used.

Below the line B Is not used.

As In the case D > 0 we conclude that a B—policy must be

followed by one of the mixed policies AB or DC.

However, In the

present case where D < 0, the mixed policy BC cannot be used In an
optimal strategy.

KIU)

For when BC Is used, we have

- p [c,^ + c^-3 < 0,

because C3 - 0 Is below C2 - 0 and Cj - 0.

(23.1)

Also Ki(oo) - {(2(00)

- 1(3(00) - 0, and Ki(t) - Ka(0 - 0 when the mixed policy BC Is
used.

Hence K^t) > Ka(t) - K3 (t) when the BC-mln Is used.

This,

however. Is a contradiction since It Implies that ^i ■ 1, ^2 - ^3 - 0.
Hence, a B-pollcy must be followed by use of AB on Ci - 0.
Again the same argument as above shows that B Is not used
below Ci - 0.

-61Lemma 12.

A is used In the entire region between Ct - 0 ^nd the

x-exis.
Proof;

First, C is not used Just before the AB-mixture.

Is employed, K^t) - Ki(t) - 0, 'nd K^t) can be seen from Fig. 7.

PG^S^I+C,^

While AB
> 0, ^s

It follows that Ks < K2 and K3 < Ki imme-

diately before the changeover to A3 occurfl.

Hence C is not used

immediately before AB.
It follows then that then? is a region below Ci - 0 and
adjoining this line, where A is used.

HDwever, it is impossible

to vse another choice before A in an optimal policy.

When A Is

used below Ci, we have

K!(t) - 0,

K^(t) - -pC, > 0,

KaU) - -pC2 > 0.

(25-2)

Hence, Ki is largest for all smaller t, and th^ A—region extends
to tne x-axis.
Collecting the above results, we nave
Theorem 8.

If D - ^rjr^ +• qarjr* - a^r^Vs < 3, the s ^lui ion to

the problem of maximizing f(oo) never uses a C-polley and has *hp
two-choice form:
Ct-0

Fl£. 11

'
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^he C'i^e r-, - r4.
rome of the preceding argumehta fall In this case because

tne C-pollcy iceep^ the slope y/x constant.

It follows from (21.3b)

and (21.^c) that neither of the mixed policies AC or DC Is ever
uaed.
Let us first of all show tha* If D < 0,

C Is never used.

^o

do this we compare "he result of using A3 r^pea'edly with that
obtained from using C.
When AD la uned continually, an easy calculation yields

wh^re

r,+r2

'

r.ra

^*"i)

'

Imllarly '.he result of using C con'lnually 1:

f,(oo) -

^2_(x^+yJ.

(2^.3)

The Inequality fÄ.(oo) > fp(oo) Is equivalent to D < '.
If 0 > C, trie above argument proves that no mixed policies
ar^ pursued.

Different cases arise depending upon whlcn of the

liner :? ^ 0, C-, - 0 pass 'Through tne positive quadrant.

As before.

It can te established 'hat If C-, - 0 Is tne positive quadrant, It
In better to use B ra'her than Z near the y-^xls.
determine where the changeover from

p

Lev us now

, ' o C en be made.

Let t

P-43"5

be the time of changeover.

K!(t) - pCa.

For t

< t < oo, we have

Ki(t) - HpC3l

Also, we must have Ki(to) ^

K3(t) - C

K

2(t0) - K3(t0).

(24.4)

Using again the

remark that Ki (oo] - K8(oo) - K-,(oo), we see that for t ^ t0 we
must have C3 - 0.

Thus, 3 Is followed umll the line C-, - 0 Is

encountered and then C Is followed.
plays the role of BC.
when Cg - 0 Is reached.

In this degenerate case C

flmllarly, changeover from A to C occurs
if C^ does not lie within the positive

quadrant, C Is used up to the y-axls.

If Cs - 0 does not lie within,

C is used up to the x-axls.
525.

Nonlinear Utility—Two—choice Problem.
Let us now consider briefly the two-cnoice problem treated in

5r>-12 under the condition that we wish to maximize the expected
value of some function of the total return F.
In view of the results obtained for tne discrete problem, it
is somewhat surprising to find that for every utility function u,
which is strictly increasing and has a continuous derivative, the
optimal strategy Is precisely tne same as th-t for the linear utility
problem solved above.
Since any monotone-increasing utility function can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a function of the above type, it follows that this policy is optimal for any monotone—increasing utility
function, although not necessarily unique.

A function of this class

of great theoretical and practical importance is

P-4 51'

C for

r

' <.- R < P o .
- 1 for P *> Ro .

u(R)

(2.1;

The expected value of u(p) l:1 the pro^aMl<,y that P 1? greater
tnan or equal to P^.
o
Let the variables have their previous connotationa; we obtain
ar before

dx

dt

-^2(t)r,x(t),

x(0) - x(

d

dtÄ

4?(t)r2y(t),

y(0) - y o

dr
dt

-1-0OQi^h.+MO-rd.

P(0) " !

Let z(t) ■ x

(25-2)

+ y0 — x (i ) — y(t), tne quantlry which represents

the total amount of fold mined up to t If the machine has survived
until then.

'nkie expected value of u(P) Is p-.lven by ♦ h^ integral
oo

G - -

J u(2(0)dp(t)

(25.3)

"his li: easiest seen by considering tha* we are paid for 'he
total -»moun: of gold thai". »^e machine has mined at T.e tlm^ that
the machine is destroyed.
Our aim

IF

to find ' he functions ^t(t), <j)2 (^ ) sub je c

< ^ <

willen maximir*1 G

,

<>i

+ i? - 1 ,

n

(25-M

-65Pur^uln^ the pame perturbs r Ion techniques - r, ibove, we obtain
after some stralgh»forward calculation
oo
? _ G - fj0 [K^t) .(t) 4- K2(t,)- 2(tn^ 4 o(&)l

(25.5)

wh«0 re
oo
K, - q1p(t)u(2(0) - /

CB'(s)u'(z(0)r1x(s)

0

- n1p'{s)u(z(s)adS
oo

(25.6)

K? - n2p(t)u(2(t)) - / [pl(8)u«(z(s))r2y(?)
t
- q2p'(F)u(2(s)J]dr.

Furthermore ,

K.^t) - K2(t) - p(t)u'(z(t))

&1r2y(t)

- q^r^dlj.

^'^

It follow? that If we assume that u'U) > ? w.en z > C, the
arguments an^ results of trie linear case c^rry over wl'h ver1/ sllpht
modlflca tlone.
^23.

General RemarKs.
An er^entlal feature of our Invest Ira-Ion lies In viewing a

policy In li s extensive rather than normal form, to borr w * he
terminology of the von Neumann theory of fernes.
stating tnls is thLt Instead of de termini:.^

t

Another way of

h^ c mplete solution

for one set of initial parameters, which would correspond to determining the extremal curve" in i ne cl sslcal theory

if trie calculus

P--433
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